THE 2015 GREATER METROPOLITAN NEW YORK SOCIAL STUDIES CONFERENCE

ECHOES OF FREEDOM

February 7, 2015   UFT 52 Broadway, NY, NY     7:30 am - 6:00 pm

HUBERT H. HUMPHREY HUMANITARIAN AWARD: JOHN LIU

ROSA PARKS AWARD: ANN TRIPP, WBLS

HISTORY HAPPY HOUR: KAREN KOREMATSU, Executive Director,
FRED T. KOREMATSU INSTITUTE

10 CREDIT HOURS PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

ISIDORE STARR AWARDS:
KAREN KOREMATSU AND DEBRA LESSER, DIRECTOR, JUSTICE RESOURCE CENTER

Sponsored by the Association of Teachers of Social Studies/
United Federation of Teachers, AFL/CIO

Conference Co-Sponsors: NYC DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, NYC SOCIAL STUDIES SUPERVISORS ASSOCIATION LONG ISLAND COUNCIL FOR THE SOCIAL STUDIES, WESTCHESTER-LOWER HUDSON COUNCIL FOR THE SOCIAL STUDIES

AWARDS LUNCHEON PRESENTATION OF
The HUBERT H. HUMPHREY HUMANITARIAN AWARD
TO
JOHN LIU,
43RD NYC COMPTROLLER

AWARDS BREAKFAST PRESENTATIONS:
BERNARD A. COHEN TEACHER AND SUPERVISOR AWARDS, and the 2015 ROSA PARKS SOCIAL JUSTICE AWARD Presented To Ann Tripp, WBLS Newscaster And Youth Advocate

ISIDORE STARR CIVIC ENGAGEMENT AWARDS
Karen Korematsu, Executive Director and Founder, Fred T. Korematsu Center at the HISTORY HAPPY HOUR

Debra Lesser, Executive Director of the Justice Resource Center at the DESSERT WITH THE STARRS

DESSERT WITH THE STARRS PANEL ON TEACHING POLICE/COMMUNITY RELATIONS “Ways Educators May Address Issues Related to Police/Community Relations in Secondary School Classrooms” chaired by Cynthia Copeland, Invited speakers, Lisa Brand, Stuyvesant HS, Manhattan District Attorney’s Office, NYPD Community Affairs Office, One Hundred Blacks in Law Enforcement who Care, and the Center for Constitutional Rights
OVERVIEW OF THE DAY

7:30 – 11:30AM  Registration
8:00 – 8:45 AM  Breakfast - Ann Tripp, Rosa Parks Award / Bernard A. Cohen Awardees
8:45 – 9:15 AM  Exclusive Exhibit Time
8:45 – 11:30 AM  Student Showcase with Intel students from Midwood High School
9:15 – 10:15 AM  Workshop Session A and Special Forum A
10:15 – 11:00 AM  Exclusive Exhibit Time
11:00 – 12:00 Noon  Workshop Session B and Special Forum B
12:00 – 1:00 PM  History Happy Hour – Karen Korematsu STARR Award
1:15 – 3:00 PM  Luncheon – John Liu, Hubert Humphrey Award and ATSS/UFT President’s award to Yad Vashem
3:15 – 4:15 PM  Workshop Session C and Special Forum C
4:30 – 6:00 PM  CSPSS Dessert with the Stars – Debra Lesser STARR Award and Special Panel Discussion

Pre-Luncheon entertainment provided by the Patrick Henry Prep PS 171 Chorus
(Principal Dimitres Pantelidis)  Gregory Durant, Advisor

WORKSHOPS

- EXPLORING MAPS - Ernestine Sweeting, NYC Department of Education, Social Studies
- FREEDOM OF (AND FROM) RELIGION IN PUBLIC EDUCATION: STRATEGIES FOR THE SECULAR, ACADEMIC STUDY OF RELIGION - Dr, Henry Goldschmidt, Interfaith Center of New York
- GOING THE C3 ONE BETTER: SOCIAL STUDIES IN FOUR DIMENSIONS: C4 – Jack Zevin, Robert Dytell Queens College & Joe Zingone, Bayside HS
- INSTILLING THE CHARACTER SKILLS OF HOPE, GRIT, AND EFFORT THROUGH THE ECHOES OF FREEDOM IN THE AMERICAN AND THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION – Kevin Sheehan, and Molloy College students
- WHAT DOES FREEDOM MEAN TO OUR STUDENTS? STUDENTS TAKE INFORMED ACTION ON FREEDOM – William Hendrick, JHS 157
- GLOBAL HISTORY AND THE COMMON CORE – Alan Singer, Hofstra University
- HUMANITARIAN ACTION FOR CHILDREN – Scott Hirschfeld, US Fund for UNICEF
- NYSED SOCIAL STUDIES UPDATE – Patricia Polan, NYSED
- SELECTING AND TEACHING WITH PRIMARY SOURCES TO SUPPORT INFORMATIONAL WRITING – Joe Schmidt, NYC Department of Education Social Studies Office
- TEACHING COMMON CORE SOCIAL STUDIES THEMATIC UNITS THROUGH TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION –Jeff Moss and Adam Hyman, PS 101 Queens
- THE UNDERGROUND RAILROAD, A GEOGRAPHIC PERSPECTIVE – Timothy McDonnell, NY Geographic Alliance
- TEACHING THE JAPANESE INTERNMENT AS A CIVIL RIGHTS ISSUE – Karen Korematsu, Founder The Fred T. Korematsu Institute
- NEGRO LEAGUE BASEBALL – Philip Ross, Negro Leagues Baseball Museum

SPECIAL FORUM A – TEACHING STUDENTS ABOUT LABOR ACTIVISM IN THE CONTEXT OF A GLOBAL CURRICULUM – Leo Casey, Executive Director of the Albert Shanker Institute, Eric Chenoweth, Author of Democracy’s Champion, Albert Shanker and the International Impact of the AFT.

SPECIAL FORUM B - STONEWALL AND BEYOND: THE LGBT MOVEMENT AND THE CRUSADE FOR EQUALITY – Justin Monaco, Middle School 158, Marie Curie, Thomas Moscato, NYC schools, retired. (special guest appearance by City Council Education Chair, Dannel Dromm)

SPECIAL FORUM C - FROM ADAM SMITH TO THOMAS PIKETTY: WHAT IN THE WORLD HAS HAPPENED TO CAPITALISM? - Richard D. Wolff, Economist, Democracy at Work, Alan Schulman, ATSS/UFT CSPSS
REGISTRATION FORM

PLEASE SUBMIT A SEPARATE REGISTRATION FORM FOR EACH PERSON IN ATTENDANCE

EXHIBITS, WORKSHOPS, SPEAKERS, STUDENT DISPLAYS, BREAKFAST, LUNCH & AWARDS

NAME __________________________ CITY ________ STATE ______ ZIP ______________

ADDRESS __________________________ CITY ________ STATE ______ ZIP ______________

WORK __________________________ CITY ________ STATE ______ ZIP ______________

ADDRESS __________________________ CITY ________ STATE ______ ZIP ______________

HOME PHONE ( ___ ) ______________________ SCHOOL PHONE ( ___ ) ______________________

Non-DOE E-MAIL ________________________ CELL ( ___ ) ______________________

SOCIAL STUDIES AFFILIATIONS: ______________________________________________________

FEES: PRE-REGISTRATION (Must be postmarked before Jan. 31, 2015 or posted online by February 3, 2015)

_______ Conference Registration (includes Reception & Luncheon) ........................................ $55.00

_______ Full-time PRE-SERVICE EDUCATOR (refundable deposit) ........................................ $10.00

_______ Presenters/Student Poster Session/ Parent/ Exhibitor (Luncheon supplement) .............. $40.00

_______ NEW TEACHERS (5 YEARS OR LESS) IN THE NEW YORK CITY PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM

(Verification through UFT files) .......................................................................................... $40.00

_______ SCHOOL BUNDLE (5 educators from a single school) .............................................. $250.00

ON-SITE REGISTRATION (Includes All Participants INCLUDING NEW TEACHERS AND PRE SERVICE)

_______ Conference Registration (includes Reception & Luncheon) ........................................ $65.00

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO ATSS/UFT. MAIL THIS FORM WITH FEES ATTN: GEORGE ALTMARE,
C/O ATSS/UFT (GMNY), 50 BROADWAY – 10TH FLOOR, NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10004

Online registration with payment by credit card is available at https://gmny.eventbrite.com
(a small service fee applies)

Registration is non-refundable.

* SPECIAL PARKING GARAGE REBATE: PRESENT YOUR STUB AT THE CONFERENCE
REGISTRATION DESK TO RECEIVE AN IMMEDIATE $10.00 REBATE

Questions may be directed to GMNY CONFERENCE CHAIRPERSONS ROBERT DYELL, or ROZELLA CLYDE at (212) 598-7772 (LEAVE A MESSAGE) or via email utfprofessionalcommittees@ufts.org.

Directions to the UFT: 4, 5, 6 train to Wall Street; R or 1 train to Rector Street; E train to World Trade Center

UFT Officers: Michael Mulgrew, President, Emil Pietromonaco, Secretary, Mel Aaronson, Treasurer, LeRoy Barr, Assistant Secretary, Mona Romain, Assistant Treasurer, Karen Alford, Carmen Alvarez, Richard Farkas, Catalina Fortino, Anne Goldman, Janella.Hinds, Sterling Roberson, Vice Presidents

ATSS/UFT officers, Olle Fields Thacker, President, Joseph Zingone, Vice President, Pasquale D’Onofrio, Treasurer, Stephanie Sangosse, Secretary

Opeiu: 153